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Continues throughout implementation

Adoption
- Formal adoption by lead group, e.g. Trust board
- Sign up to ReSPECT using the RCUK Responsibilities Form.

Dissemination
- Present to all clinical and organisational groups
- Develop appropriate communications strategy building on ReSPECT materials

Organisational issues
- Identify and review processes and systems impacted by ReSPECT
- Electronic records and systems (e.g. discharge summary)
- Resuscitation Committee/Lead agrees to ReSPECT
- Transition from DNACPR to ReSPECT (no longer separate DNACPR)

Policy revision
- Identify which policies need modification/replacement
- Transition from DNACPR to ReSPECT (no longer separate DNACPR)
- Request permission to use RCUK ReSPECT logo then use to launch training

Training
- Identify training needs
- Audit gaps in existing training to supplement/compliment
- Request permission to use RCUK ReSPECT logo then use to launch training

Implementation
- Agree implementation approach
- Liaise with the RCUK over planned approach

Monitoring and review
- Review feedback from staff and stakeholders
- Feedback progress locally
- Feedback progress to ReSPECT
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